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Achieved knowledge: This article will give you some guidelines on close miking a saxophone. It will discuss the best

type of microphone for the job, suitable placement options and mounting tips.

Please remember, great sound is subjective and the miking methods described in this article are suggestions only.

Try these methods out, but make sure to listen and choose the best solution for your specific situation.

Close miking an instrument is often considered to be a compromise to the instrument’s true acoustic sound. An

instrument’s sound is usually designed to be experienced at a distance so that all the different elements of the

sound are naturally blended into a perfect harmony. Yet often, mounting a microphone directly on the instrument is

the most practical solution.

Finding and placing the microphone in the instrument’s sweet spot – or your preferred location, can be a challenge.

Keeping it there can be even more challenging, especially if the instrument is moved. For this reason, close-miking

requires a dependable mounting solution.
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The instrument

The saxophone family is large and consists of more than eight different types and sizes. The radiation patterns are

very complex and it might require some experimenting with the microphone placement to find the desired sound.

The overtones and the many fine details of any saxophone require a microphone that handles high frequencies and

has a high-level of accuracy as well – on- and off-axis.

Microphone posi t ioning

Saxophones radiate sound from the tone holes as well as from the bell. The most natural pickup is achieved if the

microphone captures a balanced mixture of these sources.

Attaching the microphone directly on the saxophone gives the player freedom too move around but also limits the

number of sound holes covered by one microphone. This is an issue especially on larger saxophones like the

baritone or the bass.

The spot slightly to the saxophone player’s right hand side, next to the bell, is a good starting position to mount a

microphone. This position represents many of the different sound sources the saxophone offers. We want to capture

the different sources as evenly as possible. In this placement, the bell might sound too “midrange” but offers high

level audio and good separation onstage. For more information, read the Mounting the microphone section below.

Types of  microphones

Omnidirectional (pressure) microphones have the great advantage of picking up sound evenly from all directions

(although some “omnidirectional” microphones are slightly directional at the highest frequencies). Using an

omnidirectional microphone is appropriate when you want to pick up the full sound of the instrument and you can

maneuver it (using a gooseneck) a short distance away from the instrument.

Using an omnidirectional microphone – like the d:dicate™ 4006ES Omnidirectional Microphone or the d:screet™

4061 Miniature Omnidirectional Microphone – allows you to pick any one place, close to the instrument. If you use a

gooseneck, you can place the mic a short distance from the instrument if you prefer. Using an omnidirectional

microphone ensures the sound will not lack low-frequency due to the proximity effect as when using directional
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microphones. Proximity effect is an increase in bass or low-frequency response when a sound source is close to a

directional microphone.

Using a directional microphone like the d:vote™ 4099 Instrument Microphone or the d:dicate™ 4011ES Cardioid

Microphone has the advantage of being able to focus on the sound of the key instrument, isolating it from

surrounding sound sources, such as other instruments onstage or the PA system. On the other hand, directional

microphones suffer from the proximity effect and therefore require more adjustment to find the preferred position.

Moving the microphone close to the instrument will increase the low-end response, which might be desirable.

Mount ing the microphone

All of the above-mentioned microphones can be placed either on a microphone stand or directly on the saxophone

using the appropriate microphone mount.

A great close-miking mount is the STC4099 Clip for Saxophone, which is sturdy and made to stay in place in almost

any position. It fits over the edge of the saxophone and can be adjusted to reach across the different widths of many

different instruments due to its flexible design. The clip works together with a number of our goosenecks allowing

you to not only place the microphones according to your taste but also taking the application and the surrounding

noise into consideration. The goosenecks are extremely flexible and can be slightly bent in order to position the

microphone as needed.

The STC4099 Clip for Saxophone works with the GSM4000 Gooseneck Shock Mount, the GM1600 Gooseneck

mount for d:screet™ and the d:vote™ 4099 Instrument Microphone.
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Related content

In Microphone University we have loads of content that could be relevant to you. Learn more about how to mic

various instruments in the articles below.

Acoustical characteristics of musical instruments

Close-miking a balalaika

How to mic a banjo

How to mic a bass drum

How to mic a bassoon

How to mic a cello

How to mic a clarinet

How to mic a double bass

How to mic a drum kit

How to mic a flute or recorder

How to mic a grand piano

How to mic a harp

How to mic a snare drum

How to mic a trumpet and trombone

How to mic a viola

How to mic a violin

How to mic an acoustic guitar

How to mic an oboe

How to mic hi-hat and cymbals

How to mic jazz drums

How to mic speaker cabinets (for electric bass & guitar)

How to mic the gu zheng (chinese lap harp)

How to mic the mandolin/mandola

How to mic the steel pans

How to mic the ukulele

How to mic tom- toms

How to mic woodwinds and brass

How to mount the d:vote™ Instrument Microphone on various instruments

Multimiking a classical orchestra

2028 Vocal  Microphone
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Built for life on the road

The 2028 is designed for unique live stage performances

6066 HEADSET MIC

An all-day professional headworn solution

The 6066 mics sport a completely redesigned, lightweight, one-size-fits-all headset that attaches over

the ears for maximum comfort.

6060 & 6061 LAVALIER
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DPA Microphones, Inc.

Copyright 2018 DPA Microphones

You’ve never heard a subminiature like this before

What they lack in size, they more than make up for in clarity, consistency and durability – three

qualities that really matter.
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